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By the development of recent Internet Technology, it is possible to offer various informa-
tion about cancer via the Web. The Web is becoming a kind of important information
infrastructure for the patients and their families. In this study, we note information about
cancer whose demand is high. The reason of growth of cancer information is that there
are a lot of medical treatments about cancer. Cancer Patients and their families search
new and good medical treatment to get better medical treatment about cancer.

To get the newest information about cancer, we think it is a “medicine” like a “operative
treatment” and “ internal medicine.” From such a background, we investigated cancer
information on Web pages with a medical doctor, and pointed problems. It is difficult
for usual people to select appropriate information by using general search engines. If we
search WWW for cancer information with a general search engine, we get a various infor-
mation about cancer such as information written by medical doctors, information written
by cancer patients (cancer diary) and commercial information. Commercial information
occasionally confuses cancer patients because it mixes information explaining cancer dis-
ease and advertisement about cancer medicine. The purpose of this study is to clarify a
method which supports people who have no expert knowledge about cancer so that they
can select cancer information correctly via Web.

We found that cancer information on the Web can be classified into five categories
about five kinds of Cancers (Stomach cancer, Lung cancer, Colon cancer, Uterine cancer,
Leukemia). We call these 5 categories CII (Cancer Information Index) as follows: (C1)
Authorized information by special medical institutions (reliable but difficult for patients to
understand), (C2) Personal information (close to patients’ needs) (C3) Media information
(portal sites and information about book) (C4) Commercial information 5. Noise (Web
pages without cancer information). Advanced information in the authorized information
category includes useful information but is difficult to understand for patients having no
knowledge about cancer. We think information in personal information category made
by individuals is the closest to patients’ needs.

For the problem that information obtained by a search engine is diverse and disordered,
we think that if we offer patients information classified according to CII, patients come to
be able to select dependable information. Accordingly, to solve the problem, Nakagawa
made dictionary including technical terms about cancer (3316 words) since computers
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cannot recognize technical terms about cancer. The dictionary was made from sentences
of Web site “National Cancer Center” by hand.

We made a Naive Bayesian classifier that classifies cancer information automatically
according to CII, and experimented classification test. The accuracy of the classification
is about 80% and we figure out that this classifier has enough performance to classify
cancer information. However, from the discussion about the classification result, we found
out that it is difficult to classify C4 category with only language features. We guess
reasons of this problem as follows: (1) C4 includes information which maliciously leads
patients to purchase goods. Some parts of such pages have information for sales and the
other parts explain cancer. These confuse the estimation for the correct category. (2)
Pages of individuals or some companies refer Web pages of C1 to explain cancer diseases.
Considering these, we use web morphological features such as image size and html size of
web pages in addition to language features to classify web pages correctly. Accordingly,
the classification accuracy is improved.
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